CASINO COMES ALIVE ON POKERSTARS WITH
INTRODUCTION OF LIVE DEALERS
ONCHAN, Isle of Man – March 4, 2015 – Online casino games with real, live dealers are
now available in many global markets on PokerStars, which is a division of Amaya (TSX:
AYA).
PokerStars players may now chat and interact with live dealers in Roulette, Blackjack,
Baccarat and Casino Hold’em games.
The games are available in a dedicated PokerStars-branded Live Casino room – a
space that has been designed by PokerStars to ensure that players are able to enjoy a
trusted, premium experience with all the thrill and excitement of online casino games.
The roll-out follows the successful introduction of Live Casino in Spain on PokerStars.es.
PokerStars players have been able to chat with other poker players for many years.
Now, they will be able to chat with casino dealers who will respond verbally to typed chat
questions and comments. The dealers will interact with players while actually dealing the
cards and running the games.
This personal connection adds a layer of trust and accountability that inspires confidence
in players making wagers, particularly at higher stakes levels.
Sam Hobcraft, Director of Casino, said: “Live dealer games appeal to a broad array of
players who enjoy the added level of authenticity and trust that comes from seeing the
action occur in the analogue world. Others simply enjoy the ability to chat and interact
with the attractive dealers in a PokerStars-branded environment. Players will enjoy the
convenience of playing poker, casino and live casino games in the same place, with the
same protection of player funds, the same fast payment processing and the same trust
that they have come to expect from PokerStars.”
The new live dealer games at PokerStars are the first to offer ‘Immersive Lite Roulette,’ a
new product offered by PokerStars’ partner, Evolution. In Immersive Lite Roulette,
multiple HD cameras are positioned around the table and dealer in a Hollywood-style
studio set-up. Close-up views and auto-cutting sequences allow players to enjoy a
dynamic and involving live gaming experience as they follow every spin of the wheel and
movement of the ball. The multi-camera installation and visual presentation of the Live
Roulette game – including cutaway shots to other tables to heighten the Live Casino

atmosphere –have been customised to meet the needs of PokerStars.
The live dealer casino games will initially be available via the downloadable Windowsbased PokerStars 7 poker client. Further details of the availability of casino games for
mobile devices and Apple computers will be announced in due course. The live casino
room in Riga, Latvia, is operated by Evolution Gaming, the world leader in videostreamed Live Dealer gaming. Player funds remain secure and safe in segregated
accounts operated by PokerStars.
For further information, please contact: press@pokerstars.com
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